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Introduction
Anyone who has ever majored in sociology, upon going home to rel-
atives and friends, has most likely encountered the question "what is
sociology?" But more recently, since sociology has been disseminated
in the mass media, comments like the following may become more common
j
"Oh yeah, I've read about sociologists—most of the studies they do tell
us what we already know anyway", or, "Sociologists sit in ivory towers
telling us all what»'s wrong with us, but they don't provide any answers'.'
The latter comments got me interested in the idea of just what the pub=-
lie image of sociology is. While doing library research, I found only
one article dealing specifically with this topic. But I found that some
theoretical articles dealing with professions raised interesting ques-
tions that related to the area, and I became interested in the ways soc-
iological knowledge is disseminated.
THEORY
Znaniecki points out that knowledge is a prerequisite for most so-
cial roles. "The fact is that every individual who performs any social
role is supposed by his social circle to possess and believes himself
to possess the knowledge indispensible for its normal performance"
(Znaniecki, 19*+0: 2W) . Znaniecki also says that basically, two types
of knowledge can be found j "...specialized knowledge which particular
individuals need in their occupational roles and common knowledge which
all adult individuals need as members of the community" (l9*+0i 25).
These two types of knowledge can overlap and effect each other. Axel-
rod says in effect that since the common knowledge is what most humans
share, the community "calls out to it" more (Axelrod, 1977* 188). Ac-
cording to Znaniecki, the systems of knowledge which scientists build
2and their methods of building them may be influenced by "the social pat-
terns with which scientists are expected to conform as participants in a
certain social order and by the ways in which they actually realize those
patterns" (1940: 22).. Thus the larger social community has an effect on
and interacts with the professional community, and their knowledge may
overlap.
Znaniecki says that there are two types of disseminators of know-
ledge: l) educating teachers, and 2) popularizers who spread scienti-
fic information "and tend to arouse theoretic interests among the adult
population actually participating in organized society" (19^0: 150-51).
The popularizer' s job is rather difficult, because s/he must appeal to
people whose main interests in life "are already settled and essentially
practical", and if they feel the need for more knowledge than they al-
ready possess, they want useful, practical knowledge. The popularizer
cannot change their interests, "for his contacts with them, whether
through speech or writing, are not sufficiently close or continuous to
exert a deep personal influence; nor has he any powerful social in-
struments at his disposal to modify the course of their lives. He may
indeed try to make them see the deeper theoretic implications of what-
ever useful information they actually desire: this is a kind of appeal
often made by modern popularizers of physical, chemical, biological,
psychological, sociological, and economic theories" (Znaniecki, 19^0t 151)'
What the popularizer of knowledge really stimulates is amateur in-
terest in knowledge. Amateur knowledge obviously requires a minimum
amount of leisure time, so in the past it was almost entirely limited
to the wealthy. More recently, however, it has been spreading rapidly
(Znaniecki, 19^0: 152).
3Znaniecki states that the works of popularizers, to be successful,
"must deviate considerably from the difficult standards of genuine schol-
arship. This is generally recognized; and scholars, especially younger
scholars in institutions of higher learning, are not encouraged to do
much popularizing, lest it impair their intellectual discipline"
(I9*0i 153).
Durkheim's ideas let us know that the professional or scientist must
have the support of the public in order to maintain his/her authority.
He says that opinion, primarily a social thing, is a source of authority.
Science is often the antagonist of opinion, "whose errors it combats
and rectifies. But it cannot succeed in this task if it does not have
sufficient authority, and it can obtain this authority only from opinion
itself. If a people did not have faith in science, all the scientific
demonstrations in the world would be without any influence whatsoever
over their minds. Even today, if science happened to resist a very
strong current of public opinion, it would risk losing its credit there"
(19^7: 208). It might be said that Durkheim's ideas go along with the
"externalist" school, i.e., the idea that the factors that determine the
state of a discipline's paradigm lie beyond the discipline altogether,
usually in such institutions as the church, political system, or economy
(Useem, 1976: 1^7).
These theories lay the groundwork for the ideas I wish to present
from the literature on professions. The attributes of a profession vary,
depending on which author you read. Despite the variations in the con-
cept, one recurring theme emerges—the command of specialized knowledge
setting the professional apart.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Professions axe commonly defined as occupations which possess a mon-
opoly of some esoteric and difficult body of knowledge. This knowledge
is considered to be necessary for the continuing functioning of society,
since supposedly no one else knows or can do these things the profes-
sional knows or can do. The knowledge comes from scientific research
and logical analysis, rather than from practical experience. Lengthy
training is considered necessary, because the knowledge is supposed to
be so complex. Some articles mention that the professional serves cli-
ents in need of his/her knowledge or services. The professional is free
of lay control ("professional autonomy") according to most of the liter-
ature. That autonomy is allowed because the professional is assumed to
have altruistic motivations and a code of ethics. High income and com-
munity prestige are auxiliary traits that are often associated with
professional status, which are perceived to be the just reward to those
who command scarce but valuable knowledge and administer it with such
responsibility. Medicine and law are mentioned the most often as being
professions, having both high income and prestige. Also mentioned are
the clergy and university teaching, where income is relatively low but
prestige high (Flexner, 1915: 578-81; Greenwood, 1957; Gross, 1958;
Becker, 1962: 35-38; Barber, 1963: 6?2; Wilensky, 1964: 138; Perrucci
and Gerstl, 1969; Goode, 1969: 267; Haug and Sussman, 1969; Roth,
1974: 7, 13; Haug, 1975: 197-200; Lopata, 1976: 438). Howard Becker
says that rather than having exact definitions, professions are
simply "those occupations which have been fortunate enough in the
5politics of today's work world to gain and maintain possession of that
honorific title .... profession is a collective symbol...." (1962: 33) •
Do sociologists possess the attributes to be called professionals?
Several authors mentioned that sociology is a profession (Nettler, i$&7
t
553; Parsons, 1959 « 5^7; Riley, I960: 91^; Phillips, 1971: 308). Two
authors have commented on the question of esoteric knowledge: Barber
(1963: 6?2) says that during the last hundred years the social sciences,
including sociology, have developed "generalized and systematic knowledge
of a professional level." And Phillips says that rather than being per-
Cieved as a "cloistered scholar", the sociologist is now seen as a pro-
fessional, "an expert whose knowledge and advice are considered suf-
ficiently valuable to be worth soliciting and applying to contemporary
social issues" (1971: 308). Some authors even spoke of sociologists
having clients, another attribute of being a professional. Gouldner
even uses the term "clinical sociologist"; this person is supposed to
diagnose clients' problems (1965: 19). The people or entities that
were termed as clients of the sociologist varied by author. Clients
named were business firms, governmental units, social service agencies,
research offices, labor, schools, courts, mental and general hospitals,
"the poor", university students, and those who may need research done
on their products or audiences, e.g., corporations or the mass media
(Parsons, 1959: 556; Rodman and Kolodny, I965* 93; Fisher, 1969: ^33;
Lazarsfeld and Reitz, 1975: 3-*0 . Other attributes of professionals,
such as having an altruistic or service orientation, and being free of
lay control, were also mentioned (Rodman and Kolodny, 1965s 95; Gouldner,
1965: 13, 19, 21; Lazarsfeld and Reitz, 1975: 10-11).
6Theories of the nature of professions (which will he presented in
the next section) prove useful when studying how sociologists are per-
ceived by the general public. Seminal to the public identity of soc-
iologists is the question of whether or not they are perceived as
having a monopoly on a difficult but necessary body of knowledge.
DISSEMINATION OF KNOWLEDGE
The main thing that makes one a professional is being viewed as
the possessor of esoteric knowledge. A monopoly on knowledge can be
maintained by discussing it only with other professionals; only allowing
members of the professional community to judge research papers; divul-
ging just a minimal amount of knowledge to clients, etc. To do all
these things, the professional needs public acceptance that s/he is an
expert with altruistic motivation (Haug and Sussman, 1969s 153) • How-
ever, now some authors claim that it has become less feasible for profes-
sionals to hold a monopoly on a body of knowledge.
A number of articles discuss the fact that professionals are losing
their monopoly on knowledge. The theoretical ideas of Znaniecki and
Durkheim can be found in many of the articles.
Marie Haug says that the erosion of the knowledge monopoly is a
result of rising levels of public schooling, sophistication, and spe-
cific client education, along with computerization (which changes ac-
cessibility patterns to knowledge) and new occupations in the division
of labor, which disseminate information more widely. The expanding
knowledge base within the profession itself can also cause a strain on
monopolization; one individual cannot possibly- have knowledge of a whole
field; instead, people break out into various branches of specialization,
limiting their knowledge (1975$ 202). Haug says that the consequences
7of this are "decline of trust in professional decisions and diminution
of professional power and authority over clients. Ideological challenges
to professional status accompany these developments [reminiscent of what
Durkheim said] , which converge to suggest a deprofessionalized future"
(1975s 197, 211).
like Haug, Lopata says that knowledge monopolization is decreas-
ingly possible. This is a consequence of several things: "In the first
place, the main fields of expertise have become so vast that the members
of the professions and experts in other bodies of knowledge are less and
less able to share a common universe of discourse, to agree on priori-
ties and procedures, or to present to the public a common front....The
fragmentization of the fields of expertise is often apparent to the mem-
bers of the society at large, particularly when experts step out of their
environment in an attempt to influence others (e.g., the case surrounding
the busing of children in an attempt to desegregate American urban
schools), or when their knowledge appears as bits and pieces in the mass
communications media" (Lopata, 1976: 442). One result of all this, ac-
cording to Lopata is at least' partial rejection of the experts and their
advice: "It is not surprising that people who have available to them
medical, legal, psychological and even sociological knowledge from the
New York Times , the Chicago Tribune , and the National Enquirer consider
themselves "almost as good" experts in our fields as we consider our-
selves—anyway, our colleagues....Descendants of often relatively un-
educated immigrants have by now reached a level of sophistication in a
variety of previously esoteric knowledge bodies to become their own ex-
perts" (Lopata, 1976: 442). The contents of Haug's and Lopata's articles
8contain most of the basic elements that are found scattered throughout
the other articles dealing with this subject, most of which focus spec-
ifically on sociology rather than on professions in general.
Sociology has a disadvantage as a profession in that it deals with
subject matter many people have personal familiarity with, as well as wide,
if limited, coverage of social issues in the mass media. Has sociolog-
ical knowledge been popularly disseminated? In 1959 Parsons said that
"the term sociology is coming increasingly to be a central symbol in the
popular ideological preoccupations of our time" (p. 553) • Odum says that
the classification of a large number of volumes as "sociology" and much
general "sociological" writing may be indicative of "a growing emphasis
upon sociology as the chief of the social sciences from a popular point
of view. Next to religion, fiction, and juveniles, books catalogued in
the Publisher's Weekly as "sociology" are next in order, with "economics"
a close second, and sometimes the two grouped together" (Odum, 1951 * 16)
•
Horowitz states that the dissemination of sociological findings "has
become a serious and full-scale matter in the United States" (19&8: 3^),
He says a huge audience exists for such books as William H. Whyte's The
Organization Man
.
David Reisman's The Lonely Crowd , Michael Harrington's
The Other America , C. Wright Mills' The Power Elite , E. Franklin Fra-
zier's Black Bourgeoisie , and others. Horowitz believes that this in-
dicates that "sociology has come of age as a public source of legitimacy"
(1968: 3*0. In addition, the terms "sociology" and "sociologists" are
presently seen and heard regularly in the mass media.
As Haug and Lopata said, new occupations, increasing specializa-
tion, venturing outside one's field, and rising levels of public school-
ing disseminate professional knowledge more widely. Sociologists have
9found themselves serving more—and more varied— "clients" than ever be-
fore. They not only teach at the university level, but may teach at the
high school level (indicating higher levels of public schooling and ex-
posure to sociology), may work doing research for the government, labor,
or business, etc. (Fisher, 1969: ^33) • This could be an example of both
specialization and of venturing outside the academic field of expertise.
At times, sociologists have been asked to testify in court cases, e.g.,
in civil rights litigation, or to give census-type facts. There is the
danger here that they may find themselves in the position of the psy-
chiatrists, with two or more of them offering with equal certainty con-
tradictory testimony (Clark, 1953: 10; Rose, 1967: 116) . Neil Smelser
talks about the increasing number of subdivisions and specializations in
sociology, and the proliferation of schools of thought. Consequently,
there is disagreement among sociologists about the fundamental problems,
concepts, theories, and methods in the field. "Because of this internal
diversity, it is a difficult, even presumptuous, task to present a sin-
gle view of the character of the field" (Smelser, 1967: 8). This, along
with the information on sociologists testifying in court, backs up two
things Haug and Lopata said: that no one individual can know all there
is to know about the field of sociology, and that the layperson can
challenge the experts when they contradict each other in public.
This brings us to another topic: that professionals can be and have
been challenged as to whether they are really knowledgeable persons, as
a result of their knowledge being disseminated. Phillips says that so-
ciologists seem to have been unable to provide knowledge that explains
very much of the social behavior in which they are interested (1971 J 31'0 •
Hughes reminds us of what Durkheim said about the importance of public
10
opinion to science: "Social unrest shows itself precisely in question-
ing of the prerogatives of the leading professions. In time of crisis,
there may arise a general demand for more complete conformity of pro-
fessionals to lay modes of thought, discourse, and action" (Hughes,
1958: 83). Odum speaks about the public testing sociologists* knowledge.
He says lawyers and other specialists in government and politics are
asking what sociologists have to say about what they consider the chief
social problems of the day. "The newspapers and the public in general
keep asking the sociologists about crime, and poverty, and other prob-
lems—What facts can you give us? What is your science good for and how
is it being applied?.. . .there are many challenges and critical notes.
What are the sociologists doing? What should they do?. .. .Thousands....
protest sociology's failure to come to grips with life, and they want
to make it more human" (Odum, 1951s 16).
How is sociological knowledge disseminated in the mass media? In a
very interesting article, Walum discusses what happened to a paper she
presented at the 1973 meetings of the American Sociological Association,
She says that in the normal processing of sociology, the sociologist's
work is judged, disseminated, replicated, and challenged by sociologists
,
and that the criteria of evaluation are the criteria of sociology (Walum,
1975 * 28). The paper Walum gave at the ASA meetings was disseminated in
a different way: by newspapers, magazines, radio and television broad-
casts. The sociology, Walum says, was transformed into "human interest"
...."the topic which was newsworthy was not the sociological dimensions
of the paper" (1975* 29). The gender of the author was emphasized in the
media. Quotes were placed around sentences that were not actually quo-
tations. The information became simplified: "the ideas in the paper
11
became translated into ideas which are more familiar to the public and
therefore, more easily assimilated" (Walum, 1975« 29). This reminds us
of what Znaniecki said about the popularizer of knowledge—that s/he must
simplify information so that it is interesting to the public. There was
a lot of feedback and criticism, but not much from sociological col-
leagues; almost all of it was from the public (Walum, 1975» 29-30). Be-
cause of the intervention of journalism in the normal dissemination of
Walum's sociology paper, she had no control over the distorting process
of transforming the material into ideas that were readily assimilated by
the lay public. Further, Walum says, "Perhaps an even more serious con-
sequence for sociology is that what the press covers as sociology tends
to become equated with sociology in the public's image" (1975* 30) • For
example, particular meetings and particular books, which the ASA had de-
fined as important and significant, were not communicated to the public.
The media coverage greatly enlarged in numbers and scope the audience
for the original paper, so, rather than being evaluated only by other
sociologists, the paper was evaluated in many different ways, depending
on the relevance to the various audiences (Walum, 1975* 30 )• This is
reminiscent of what I said about the "externalist" point of view—that
the state of a discipline's paradigm is affected by factors outside the
discipline itself, like the government or the public. Taking Walum's
point of view, the popular dissemination of sociological findings great-
ly affects the discipline of sociology.
Another article also discussed public dissemination of sociological
knowledge. The Hoynihan report was a classic case of a Report which was
not written for a lay audience being disseminated widely. The Report
was apparently intended for exclusive use by high-level officials of
12
the Johnson administration, but it was "leaked" to the press. "Many blacks
became intensely hostile to the Report, which they petceived as an attempt
to hold blacks morally responsible for their economic plight and to jus-
tify intervention in the private lives of black families. .. .this hostil-
ity resulted from a great deal of misunderstanding about the actual con-
tent of the report....this misunderstanding was largely a result of the
way the Report was presented in the press" (Lazarsfeld and Reitz, 1975s 156-5?)
•
PROBLEM STATEMENT
I agree with Lopata when she says that knowledge monopolization be-
comes difficult when experts step out of their environment in an attempt
to influence others, and/or when their knowledge appears as bits and pieces
in the mass media. Does dissemination of sociological knowledge increase
or decrease its identity as a profession? What sociological knowledge is
being disseminated, and in what form? My research is based on the follow-
ing assumption made by Walum in her article: what the press covers as
sociology tends to become equated with sociology in the public's image.
So, I propose that information labeled as "sociology" is sociology to the
public. The same will be true of what it is reported that "sociologists"
do. Content analysis will be used to identify that information.
Although sociologists may say that their research is being distorted
and that the public "knows absolutely nothing about what sociology really
is", what the public receives through the media is. sociology in their
eyes. And I want to find out what that image iss what research is dis-
seminated, and in what form. I will also compare this to images of other
professionals in the press; as I'll explain later, because of limited





I chose the method of content analysis for this study. It seemed
to be the most systematic and comprehensive way of examining the main
things discussed in the first chapter of this paper.
Berelson said that the process of communication is "who says what
to whom , how , with what effect" (1952: 13). Elaborating on this, Babbie
says that content analysis, as a mode of observation, involves the stan-
dardized coding of the what in this formulation. He adds: "The analysis
of data collected in this' mode may be addressed to the why and with what
effect " (1975* 26). Babbie also lists the advantages and disadvantages
of the content analysis method.
Advantages:
Safety—repetition of any research done wrong can be done
easily. This enhances reliability.
Unobtrusiveness—researcher seldom has an effect on what s/he's
studying. Since the articles have already been written, e.g.,
subsequent content analysis can have no effect on them.
Disadvantages
:
Content analysis is limited to the examination of recorded
communications
.
Validity—there may be difficulty in counting and coding
methods that adequately represent one's theoretical concepts.
(Babbie, 1975: 23*0.
Sources
I selected Time magazine and Reader's Digest as the sources of in-
formation on which to do content analysis. Originally, I had wanted to
Ik
use sources that aimed at lower, middle, and upper class audiences. The
only information available, according to the librarian, on the makeup of
the readership of publications was included in the "Target Group Index",
which is compiled by the Axiom Market Research Bureau, Inc. It lists
characteristics of the adult audience of readers of 125 periodicals. I
concentrated on education, occupation, and income of the readers. I fo-
cused on magazines which overtly dealt with issues that sociologists
claim as areas of exclusive or at least special knowledge, eliminating
magazines with more specific, applied content. Examples of magazines not
expected to mention sociologists are hot rod, beauty, farm, and magazines like
True Confessions . After going through this information, only two general
interest periodicals appeared to have "lower class" readership: Jet and The
National Enquirer . The latter was not available over an extended period
of time (1968-7?), not even on microfilm. I rejected Jet because the
readership was too limited (97% black) , which would make it impossible
to generalize to the whole lower class.
Because of this, I had to abandon the original "class" categories.
I adjusted by deciding I would use one periodical aimed at a "general"
or "average" audience (this would include the lower and part of the
middle class of the previous categories); the other aimed at a more high-
ly educated, more well-off readership (this would include part of the
middle and all of the upper class of the previous categories)
.
Audubon Magazine , Forbes . Fortune , Natural History , Scientific Am-
erican , Smithsonian , and Time all had a readership that was in the upper
education, occupation, and income brackets. I rejected all but Time be-
cause once again, I felt that either the readership or the subject matter
was too limited. For example, Forbes and Fortune concerned business al-
15
most exclusively. So I chose Time for the readership that was upper-
middle class and above because it deals with a wide range of issues. I
chose the Reader's Digest as the periodical that aimed at the "general
public" or below upper-middle class readership for the same reason—it
covers a very wide range of subjects. Besides, there was meager compe-
tition concerning SES statistics
—
Reader's Digest was truly "average" on
all counts.
The Content Analysis Schedule
In Chapter One, I reported that Odum said that the public asks what
sociologists have to say about the chief social problems of the day.
Since I couldn't possibly look at all the articles on all social prob-
lems, I decided to focus on one. I chose to study the time period from
1968 to 1977, because it appeared to be both a sufficient and manageable
amount of time. For this time period, I decided that either race or sex
roles would probably be among the most popular things mentioned related
to social problems. After skimming both Time and Reader's Digest for
that period, I narrowed it down to just race because it was mentioned
more often than sex roles.
Many of those cited in Chapter One said that sociology is beifag
disseminated more often. Whether this is true was determined simply by
counting how often references to sociologists appear over time.
The sources consisted of every Reader's Digest published from 1968-77
and the first issue of every month of Time from 1968-77 (one each month,
or 120 issues each) . The sample consisted of every article concerning
the subject of race relations that made reference to a profession or pro-
fessional (as it was defined in the literature review of this thesis).
I investigated all professionals, because my yield would have simply
16
been too small if I had looked only at sociologists. Further, a finding
that sociologists were seldom mentioned could be misinterpreted unless
compared to other professionals. An index card was kept for each issue,
and if usable articles were found, the title was copied on the card, and
assigned a three-digit identification number. This same identification
number was then transferred to a codesheet. As I learned from my pre-
test, most articles mentioned more than on profession; therefore, more
than one codesheet was required. For example, an article with the ID
number tibl might mention two professionals: a lawyer and a doctor. The
lawyer's codesheet would have an ID number of 001-Aj the doctor's would
be 001-B.
After doing a pretest of kO issues and having two judges besides
myself use the instrument to check for reliability, I coded the following
items for each case:
year methods mentioned?
source if yes, type of method
professional mentioned? statistics mentioned?
if yes, type of professional if yes, type of statistic
sponsor of research mentioned? contribution of professional
seen as. ...
if yes, name of sponsor
name of professional mentioned?
race of professional mentioned?
direct quotes used?
general referent used?
if yes, profession general referent made about
17
Zito says that it is important that categories on a content analysis
schedule are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, i.e., capable of including
within the set of them all possible cases to be examined. If this can be
accomplished, reliability (repeatability with consistency of results) is
improved (Budd, 1967: 66; Zito, 1975s 32). I believe that my instrument
is reliable because most of the items call for either a simple yes-no
answer or the possible responses are precisely enumerated in a codebook,
and a number code was assigned to each response so that data could be
easily transferred from the codesheet to computer cards. Also, the two
judges I had read the same article coded the same responses I did on a
codesheet that was not even in the final form yet.
Most items on the content analysis schedule are self-explanatory.
Source simply indicates whether the article used is from Time or Reader's
Digest. The fourth item asks whether or not a professional is mentioned
rather than just a profession; if yes, the fifth asks exactly what type
of professional is referred to.
The next two items need more explanation. Berelson says that "con-
tent is produced by particular agents (writers, producers, directors, ed-
itors, etc.) and it is often their conception of audience attitudes and
values, biased as it may be, which determines what appears. Not only
that; communication content is also subject to the pressure of special in-
terest groups which may have enough weight to determine, or at least in-
fluence, the nature of the content" (1952: 96). Because of this and
some discussion in meeting with my thesis committee, I thought it would
be interesting to see who the sponsors of popularized research are.
Further, whether or not the sponsor is mentioned is one comparison with
the form of journal articles—they usually mention who sponsored the
18
research they discuss.
All of the remaining items on the codesheet also are helpful in
comparing popularized articles to the journal form. Some of the items
were inspired by Walum, who said in Chapter One that her information was
distorted and simplified. She said that her gender was emphasized (here,
I am concerned with race). Neither gender nor race are usually empha-
sized in professional journal articles. Therefore, a non-professional
criteria is added if race of the professional is mentioned. Walum also
complained about articles misrepresenting what she said by not using di-
rect quotes: hence, I ascertain whether direct quotes were used. I ask
if the professional is designated or whether a general referent to a
profession is used, e.g., "sociologists say".
In Chapter One, I said that professionals' knowledge comes from
scientific research and logical analysis, rather than from practical ex-
perience. The items on my content analysis schedule that ask for meth-
ods and statistics reveal the extent to which this is emphasized. They
also show the similarity or dissimilarity to journal form—almost all
journal articles mention methods, and increasingly use statistics.
Finally, in light of what Durkheim said about the success of science
being dependent on public opinion, the content analysis schedule allows
space to note whether the contribution of the professional is viewed as
positive, negative, or neutral. That is an attempt to evaluate the pub-
lic's image of the professional. In order to reduce ambiguity and insure
reliability, the profession(al)'s contribution was coded as positive or
negative only if a definite, obvious statement was made to that effect
(the statement was always written on the codesheet). If no statements
were made concerning this, it was coded as neutral.
19
SUMMARY OF MAJOR VARIABLES AND THEIR EXPECTED RELATIONSHIPS
I see my thesis as being exploratory research; therefore I have no
specific hypotheses. Generally, however, I venture to say: (l) that I
expect "popularized" reports of what professionals say or do to be more
simplified than the "professional", or journal reports . In Chapter One,
I noted that both Walum and Znaniecki contend that this is so. Must the
work of professionals (particularly sociologists) that is disseminated
to the general public "deviate considerably from the difficult standards
of genuine scholarship", as Znaniecki said? This was examined by com-
paring the form and content of popularly disseminated articles to that
of journal articles (assuming that the latter would be considered "gen-
uine scholarship" by most sociologists); e.g., are direct quotes, meth-
ods, and statistics used. (2) I consider year of publication, type of
periodical, and type of professional (sociologists vs. nonsociologists)
to be the independent variables, i.e., I anticipate a relationship be-
tween these and all the other variables. I have the following questions
(which influenced why I picked the items I did on the content analysis
schedule) : Will sociologists be increasingly mentioned over time? Will
they be mentioned more by one type of source than another; i.e., will
"class" of readership influence how often sociologists are mentioned?*
Will the race of the professional—and which race—be mentioned? Will
professional's names be mentioned or will general referents be used?
Will methods and statistics be mentioned, as they are in professionally
* Much sociological research has shown that people's education and income
(the two facets of social class that I used to determine the sources I
used for this study) have an effect on how they are treated, how they act,
etc. I chose to look at social class because I expected the periodicals
to differ regarding what they presented to their respective audiences,
since they differed by education and income.
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disseminated articles? If they are used, will they be simplified? Will
these things vary over time, and for type of periodical and type of
professional?
I have a reason for why I think it would be foolish to make more
specific predictions than those on the previous page. Holsti says "The
basic format of content analysis research designed to study the effects
of communication is: If messages have attributes A , B , and C , thenXX X
the prediction is that the effect on the recipient will be A , B , and
C ... any direct inference as to effects from content is at best ten-
y
uous" (1969: 8?). I am sure that whether or not popularized knowledge
is simplified will have an effect on what the reader perceives a soc-
iologist or any other professional to be. If lots of statistics and big
words were used, the reader's perception of the sociologist would be dif-
ferent than if s/he were only presented as giving opinions (Remember
Walum's statement that what the press covers as sociology tends to be-
come equated with sociology in the public's image). But to make spe-
cific predictions about this and call them hypotheses would be futile,
because they would not be testable. This is why I would rather use the
"working hypotheses" mentioned above.
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
After completing the content analysis, I punched the data on com-
puter cards and ran a frequency distribution (the "FREQ" program, auth-
ored by Ron Smith) . This showed that 29^ observations of specific pro-
fessions were gained from 126 articles. Looking at the frequencies
helped me to determine which coding categories could be combined, so
that the data would be in a more manageable form for me to observe changes
over time and differences between the magazines. For example, type of
professional mentioned was collapsed from ")6 to 21 categories. After
doing this, I used the chi-square computer program ("CHISQ" program,
authored by Ron Smith), which produced percentage tables, plus the fol-
lowing statistics: degrees of freedom, chi-square, and chi-square prob-
ability. I used the chi-square statistic since my variables fit the de-
scription of nominal level data: "There is no implication of any ordering
of categories; there is no implication that distance exists between one
category and the next; the categories are simply logically different or
distinct from each other" (Loether and MacTavish, 1976: l6)...."The chi-
square lends itself to the analysis of nominal level data" (p. 5^9—Budd,
1967: 33 and Zito, 1975$ 3^ also say this). In analyzing tables, a prob-
ability of error of .05 or less was accepted as significant, i.e., pro-
viding a level of confidence that a relationship does exist between the
variables (Johnson, 1977: 233). "Significant" tables are presented in
the text, with the rest (whether or not they show relationships between
the variables) being found in the appendix. Like Denzin, I believe that
it is important to examine negative or "deviant" cases (1970: 26).
"Through deviant-case analysis the researcher is able to uncover ad-
ditional and relevant factors that could lead to needed theoretical
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revision" (p. 1*8).
Year of periodical, name of periodical, and type of professional (so-
ciologists vs. all other types) were used as independent variables, and
they were all run against all of the other variables. I ran every pos-
sible table I could: one set used the original coding categories, another
took out the "not applicable" codes, and another used the independent var-
iables as control variables (the control tables did not produce anything
that could not already be detected in the other tables).
The periodical aimed at the more will educated (or upper middle class
and above) audience had a higher percent of observations; i.e., Time dis-
cussed professional )s more often than did Reader's Digest . Table 1
shows that three-fourths of all observations were found in Time . Contrary
to what was said in the literature review, professionals were not men-
tioned more often as time went on (68% of all observations were mentioned
in 1968-72); however, this was probably because I looked at race, which
was a more popular topic from 1968-72 than 1973-77 (more civil rights ac-
tivity was taking place at this time). While about three-fourths of cases
from Time were mentioned from 1968-72, observations from Reader's Digest
were mentioned almost an equal percentage of time for both time periods.
So the more educated audience is exposed more to professionals.
TABLE 1
NAME OF PERIODICAL BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Name of Year of Periodical
Periodical 1968-72 1973-77 Total
Time 72.% 27.156 100.0^ (218)
Reader's ,.„ „, , , ,._, . , „ %





Tables A and B (see appendix) show that professionals (rather than
general referents) were mentioned in nine out of ten cases. This was true
for both time periods and both sources. I did not expect this to be the
case; rather, I expected general referents to be used more often than
they were. This would have indicated that popularly disseminated know-
ledge is more simplified, and would have lent more of an air of obscurity,
allowing professionals to maintain more of a knowledge monopoly. The
fact that professional's names were used so often makes them more vul-
nerable to challenges; it enables readers to contact them much more eas-
ily if they wish.
Table 2 shows type of professional by year of periodical, before
code names were combined (see next page).
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Total percent 100 .OtlOO .0100 .0J100 .OilOO ,0)l00 .0100 .0*100 .ojl.00 .0100 .0
1
number (25)1(46)! (86)1 (29)1 (l4)j (6) (35)1 (l2)l(l*)| (28)!
100.0
(293)
X =389.593, P=0.007, df=l
Categories in this table are not yet combined.
** All numbers shown are percentages.
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As the list below shows, sociologists were mentioned fifth out of 14
rankings, which is a pretty good standing.
FIGURE 1. TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL LISTED IN ORDER OF
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/'secretary of HUD (Dept. of Housing and Urban Development)
j
planner
J pro athletic coach
) anthropologist
f Dept. of Labor secretary
\secretary of HEW (Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare)
/public relations executive
I director of National Community Relations Service
| director of Boston Poverty Center
14
<| president of Carnegie Corporation
j director of Nixon's cabinet committee on education
I secretary of state
Vsocial worker
Elected politicians, educators, lawyers, clergy, sociologists and jour-
nalists were the type of professionals mentioned most often. According
to what was said in the literature review (p. 6), these professions are
most likely the ones that find it more difficult to maintain a monopoly
on knowledge. Their knowledge has been exposed more to the public,
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rather than being discussed only by other professionals. Table C (in
appendix) , which displays combined code names for year and type of pro-
fessional mentioned, shows that there are no significant differences be-
tween time periods. There are also no big differences between publica-
tions except that educators make up more than twice as much of the total
percentage for Time as for Reader's Digest . This might be expected,
since Time was reputed to be the periodical with the more highly educ-
ated audience—the educators mentioned there were usually professors or
administrators. Journalist was the only other type of professional that
greatly differed by type of periodical. Journalists were mentioned a
higher percentage of the time in Reader's Digest (aimed at the more "av-
erage" audience). In Table C, sociologists are the 6th most often men-
tioned type of professional, rather than 5th as in Table 2. Finally,
Table D demonstrates that sociologists made up a slightly higher per-
centage of the total professionals mentioned for Reader's Digest than
for Time (see appendix). Even though this could have occurred by chance
(P=.50), it is still interesting to note that sociologists were exposed
more to the less educated audience. As noted below, this could be be-
cause of busing.
Using Tables C and D, we see that sociologists differ from the over-
all sample concerning time period and source. As said before, 68^ of
all cases appeared from 1968-72. But 59# of all cases mentioning so-
ciologists occurred during this time period. I believe that sociolo-
gists were mentioned more often than the overall sample from 1973-77
because of busing. The Supreme Court ruled that busing could be used
to achieve racial desegregation on April 20, 1971 (information Please,
1978: ^2). So articles on busing occurred after that date, putting most
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of thera from 1973-77. Many articles mentioning sociologists concerned
busing, specifically sociologist James Coleman and his study of busing.
Busing was the single issue noted most often in relation to sociology.
This probably also contributes to why observations referring to sociol-
ogists were mentioned a higher percent of the time in Reader's Digest
than was the overall sample of cases (While 7^.1$ of all observations
appeared in Time . 68.2$ of cases mentioning sociologists appeared in that
periodical). I would expect Reader's Digest to carry busing articles
more often than Time because the readers of the former magazine are below
upper-middle class, and hence they are more directly involved with the
busing issues their children are most often the ones being bussed.
Part 1 of Table E (see appendix) indicates that only one in ten cases
discusses empirical studies* (slightly more were mentioned from 1973-77 than
from 1968-72) . When studies were discussed sponsors were mentioned half
the time. This is certainly different from journal articles, as most of them
report on empirical studies. It seems to support what Znaniecki said—that
the works of popularizers, to be successful, "must deviate considerably
from the difficult standards of genuine scholarship" ( 19^*0 : 153) • Part
2 of Table E shows that sponsors of research were mentioned in about two-
thirds of 1968-72 studies, and about one-third of 1973-77 studies. It
is interesting to note that both studies and research sponsors were dis-
cussed slightly more often in Reader's Digest (see Table F)~one would
expect them to occur much more often in Time , for the more educated audi-
ence.
* I got this number by adding the total in the "yes" and "no" rows. I
know that they constitute cases that discussed studies, because I coded
all other cases "not applicable" on this variable.
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Part 1 of Table G shows that a higher percentage of articles citing so-
ciologists mentioned studies ( 18. 1$ vs. 9.5%) . Part 2 demonstrates that of
those observations mentioning studies, sponsors of research were referred
to half of the time with nonsociologists, and one-fourth of the time for so-
ciologists (see appendix). This indicates that sociologists don't deviate
quite as much from the journal article form* as the rest regarding presen-
tation of study results, but the sponsors of that research are half as likely
to be mentioned.
Overall, there was no clearly dominant sponsor of research. But there
were big differences concerning the independent variables and this variable
—
see Tables 3t $i and H. Even though two of these tables have a significant
chi-square probability, the table cell values are quite small, and therefore
probably not too generalizable. Gallup and Harris (polls) were the most com-
monly mentioned sponsor, but they were referred to only from 1968-72, and much
more often in Time than Reader's Digest (Table k) . Although the federal gov-
ernment was the second most often mentioned sponsor in Time , it was never cited
in Reader's Digest . This may show a conservative bias on the part of Reader's
Digest—never give the government credit for anything but the military. While
Gallup and Karris were the sponsors most often spoken of in Time , the Reader's
Digest was most often referred to in Reader's Digest . Though interesting, this
may be a fluke, because the three cases where this occurred were articles on
Alex Haley's research on his book Roots , which the Reader's Digest helped
pay for.
*Whenever I discuss whether or not popularized knowledge is similar to journal
form, I am referring to whether popularized knowledge has been simplified, as
Znaniecki and VJalum predicted it would be. When the format of popularized
knowledge differs from journal format (or professionally disseminated know-
ledge)
,
I consider it to be simplified. This is related to the image of the
professional, because simplified knowledge could lead readers to think "Oh,
I already knew that—it's so simple", thereby harming the professional's
image of being the possessor of esoteric knowledge. Cn the other hand, know-
ledge that has not been simplified can weaken the professional's monopoly on
knowledge, simply by exposing it.
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The federal government was the only sponsor mentioned for sociolo-
gical studies (Table H in appendix) . Debate already abounds concerning
whether the government controls what sociologists study (e.g., Horowitz,
196? and Useem, 19?6). Besides the federal government, sociological
journals also mention private industry, foundations, cities, etc. as re-
search sponsors..
Tables 5. I and J all show that when professionals were mentioned,
their names were almost always mentioned.* Overall, articles were very
seldom authored by professionals. This jibes with the expectation that
popularized information would deviate from the journal form of article,
where the professional always authors the article. In Table 5, we see
that professionals authored articles 20$ of the time in Reader's Digest
,
and only .5% of the time in Time . This is the opposite of what one
might expect; it would seem that the magazine aimed at the more educated
audience would be more similar to the journal form of article. But be-
fore jumping to conclusions, I think that the format of the two magazines
should be considered. In Time , where there are more short, newsy arti-
cles, it is practically a necessity that people be interviewed, rather
than allowing them to write articles (Richard Nixon was the only pro-
fessional in Time to author an article, and it was very short). Reader's
Digest's longer articles afford more opportunity for professionals to be
authors
.
*0ne might ask how a professional could possibly be mentioned without
his/her name being used. In the four cases where this occurred, the ar-
ticle would denote a certain city (like Los Angeles) and say "the police
commissioner said...." I considered cases like this as too specific to
be called general referents (e.g., "sociologists say"); therefore, they
were coded under "professional mentioned".
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TABLE 5
WHETHER PROFESSIONAL'S NAME WAS MENTIONED 3Y NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Name Name of Periodical
Is Mentioned Time Reader's Digest % of Total
77 ^ <% 92. 9%
Yes 98.5^ 77,lf° (24?)
No 1.0* 2.< 7»
Professional
Wrote Article 0.5%. 2.0.0% j\
1.5%
(15)





Table I indicates that there was only slight variation between the two
time periods concerning whether professional's names were used. Table
J reveals that when professionals were mentioned, sociologist's names
were always used. Also, a higher percentage of sociologists authored
articles than did their counterparts {see appendix).* This once again
makes them less deviant from the journal form of article. Authoring ar-
ticles would seem to afford the professional more control over what
types of things are mentioned. I looked back over the 15 cases where
this occurred, and compared them with the entire sample of professionals.
It appears that they did take advantage of the opportunity to control
what was mentioned to some extent. Studies were discussed 26.6% rather
than 10.2% of the time, and research sponsors were mentioned in three-
fourths rather than one-half of studies. Race was mentioned 46.7% of
the time when professionals authored articles versus 34.6% of the time in
the overall sample. This seems strange since this rarely occurs in journal
* The sociologist's name mentioned most often was James Coleman, who did
research on busing.
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articles. But the professional authoring an article almost never mentioned
his/her own race; rather, it was referred to in the title or in a box he-
fore the article. While methods were mentioned in 69% of studies over-
all, they were mentioned in 100$ of studies when professionals authored
articles. While statistics were used in three-fourths of studies over-
all, they were only used in one-fourth of studies when professionals
wrote articles. Finally, approximately three-fourths of all statistics
mentioned were used when studies were not even discussed, whether the
professional wrote the article or not. It looks as though statistics
is the only category where professionals who wrote articles did not ad-
here fairly closely to the journal form. Perhaps professionals who
authored articles didn't want to expose all of their knowledge to the
public because it would make them more vulnerable. Or the editorial
style of Reader's Digest may have precluded the use of statistics. I
believe that the information in this paragraph is very important, be-
cause it helps to explain why many times, Reader's Digest seems to be
similar to journal article form more than might be expected (e.g., in
mentioning studies)
. 20$ of their sample is made up of cases where pro-
fessionals authored articles; this is a big enough percentage to sway the
statistics a bit when this part of the sample falls overwhelmingly into
one category.
Tables K, 6 and 7 show that professional's race was mentioned in
one-third of all observations in which professionals were mentioned.
This is dissimilar to the journal form of articles I have seen—they
don't usually mention race when referring to professionals. Table K
shows that race was mentioned a higher percentage of the time from 1973-77
(see appendix), and Table 6 displays that it was referred to in a higher
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percentage of cases in Reader's Digest . So these two items (the 1968-72
time period and Time) were closer to journal form.
WHETHER PROFESSIONAL'S RAGE WAS MENTIONED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Race Name Periodical
Is Mentioned Time Reader's Digest % of Total
Yes 31.1* **.# %&
No 68.9?$ 55.7% 65M(17*0





Table 7 shows that sociologists' race was not nearly as likely to be men-
tioned as that of nonsociologists. Perhaps this was because when race
was mentioned, it was almost always when referring to blacks? there may
be fewer black sociologists than blacks in other professions.
TABLE 7
WHETHER PROFESSIONAL'S RACE WAS MENTIONED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Race Type of Professional
















Tables 8, L and M show that when professionals are mentioned, di-
rect quotes are used most of the time. Table L demonstrates that direct
quotes were used more often from 1973~77» Table M shows that there was
a higher percentage of direct quotes from sociologists than from non-
sociologists (see appendix). Table 8 simply shows that direct quotes
were used more often in Reader's Digest . This conforms with journal
article style. 3ut since there were no large or statistically signi-
ficant differences, I have to say that all values of the independent
variables conform to journal style and therefore are not harmful to the pro-
fessional image; unless, of course, the direct quotes weren't really di-
rect quotes (which we can never know for sure)
.
TABLE 8
WHETHER DIRECT QUOTES WERE USED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Name of Periodical
















=i+5, 27, P=0.000, df=2
I expected a lot of the popularized articles to use general ref-
erents (e.g., "sociologists say"), rather than people's names. But
they did not. For both time periods and sources, only 5*8% of obser-
vations used general referents (see Tables N and in appendix). As
Table P indicates (see appendix), just as elected politicians were the
most often mentioned professionals, they were the profession that was
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generally referred to most often. Figure 2 shows the order that the
rest of the professions took when general referents were made.
FIGURE 2. PROFESSION GENERAL REFERENT MADE ABOUT, IN ORDER OF
THE PERCENTAGE OF TIME THEY WERE CITED
% of time
Rank Profession mentioned
1 elected politicians 23«5
2 sociologists .17.6
('"social planners, social scientists ).. o
' 1 T0t0IS ? a=hv. lawyers J
/'historians ")
^
) writers t 5.9
• black therapists | each
\ black scholars J
Historians and black scholars were never generally referred to from
1968-72 and social scientists, writers, lawyers, and black therapists
were never generally referred to from 1973*77 • Historians were never
generally referred to in Time , while writers, lawyers, black therapists
and black scholars were never generally referred to in Reader's Digest
(Tables P and Q in appendix) . Since the cell values in all of these ta-
bles are so small, I am hesitant to draw conclusions from them. All
that can be derived from all this is that since general referents oc-
curred so little, in general the popularized information was not sim-
plified. This enables the maintenance of professional identity, but it
also makes professionals then more vulnerable to challenge: since most
cases mention names, professionals are easier to contact.
Methods were discussed in 6.8% of all cases (Table R) , and in 69% of cases
mentioning studies (Table S) . I suspect that methods are mentioned in all
journal articles that discuss studies. This indicates that the format is sim-
plified in popularized articles; combined with the fact that even when methods
were mentioned they were not described as extensively as they are in journal ar-
ticles. They just said things like "a survey was done..." So just because methods
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were mentioned more often for some variables (see below.) does' t mean the
information wasn't simplified. But this may also indicate that the idea
of the professional possessing esoteric knowledge is being preserved,
i.e., methods are too complicated for the public to understand anyway,
so why mention them? Table S reveals that methods were mentioned a
higher percent of the time from 1973-77. and methods were discussed a
higher percent of the time in Reader's Digest (Table T) . Finally, Table
U shows that methods were mentioned a higher percent of the time in ar-
ticles mentioning sociologists than in those naming nonsociologists
(see appendix).
Types of methods mentioned display the simplicity that prevailed in
the observations. Figure 3 shows how each method ranked.















Most of the terms used to describe type of method are consistent with
those that might be used in journal articles, but the similarity stops
there. The terms are all that is used to describe the methods. In
journal articles methods are described in detail. And the fancy terms
used in some of the cases I looked at ("anthropometric studies" and
"sophisticated mathematical techniques") help lend an air of mystery to
the professional. So the professional still has some esoteric knowledge
after all; s/he performs scientific research that not everyone can
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understand (re: the literature review, p. 4). In Table 9» we see that
Gallup or Harris polls were never mentioned from 1973-77' From 1968-72
Gallup and Harris polls are mentioned the most, followed by surveys,
then secondary analysis, then experiments. No other method was used.
From 1973*77 surveys are mentioned most often, then his-
torical analysis, then come all the other methods, except for secondary
analysis, Gallup and Harris polls, and experiments (these are not men-
tioned at all). What all this means to professional identity is unclear.
TABLE 9
TYPE OF METHOD 3Y YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Year of Periodical






















































In Table 10 we see that although surveys were mentioned the most, they
were never mentioned in Header's Digest . And Gallup and Harris polls,
the second most common method, are only mentioned once in Reader's Di -
gest . So Reader's Digest seems to be more qualitative in the methods it
uses than Time . Perhaps they believe their audience will understand
qualitative methods better than more quantitative ones.
TABLE 10
TYPE OF METHOD BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Name of Periodical
Type of Method Time Reader's Digest % of Total












































Table 11 reveals that while sociologists used surveys most often (as did
the overall sample), they used interviews next, and they did not use any
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of the other methods. This makes it look as though sociologists are
more limited in the methods they use than are other professionals.
TABLE 11
TYPE OF METHOD BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Type of Professional











































As we can see in Table 12, statistics were mentioned in one-third
of all observations. Journals mention them more often, especially in
recent years; and probably about 100% of the time when studies are discussed
(especially since I considered almost any number a statistic!).
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TABLE 12
WHETHER STATISTICS WERE MENTIONED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Sta- Name of Periodical
tistics Mentioned Time Reader's Digest % of Total
Yes 7.8% 7.9%
No 0.9% 6.6%



















But statistics were used just two-thirds of the time studies were dis-
cussed in the sample. Three-fourths of all statistics mentioned
were in observations where studies were not even discussed (Tables V, W,
and X in appendix)! Journal articles, rarely, if ever, mention statis-
tics without providing the source (or the study) the statistics ori-
ginated from. I found that when popular articles used statistics that
were not from a study, they did not even give a source for the figures.
I would call this an extremely simplified version of professional infor-
mation. This aligns with what Znaniecki said about the public wanting
useful, practical knowledge. Statistics are both of these things; where
they were derived is not so useful to the general public. Table V dem-
onstrates that slightly fewer statistics were used without studies from
1973-77 » but the figure is still too high to conform with journal style.
Table W and Table 12 indicate that while statistics are used in almost all
of. the studies mentioned in
'
Time , they are used in just over one-half- of
studies discussed in Reader's Digest . Perhaps Time thinks its readers
H
are better able to comprehend statistics than does Reader's Digest ; or
maybe statistics are more useful to the more educated audience. Obser-
vations mentioning sociologists were also a little closer to journal
style—one-third of all the statistics mentioned in these cases were
combined with studies, while just one-fourth of statistics found in ob-
servations mentioning nonsociologists were in cases using studies (Ta-
ble X). So the image of the sociologist is slightly more professional.
Tables Y, Z and 13 show that when statistics were mentioned, simple
counts were used two-thirds of the time. In Table Y, a 10£ difference
between time periods is displayed. Simple counts were used a higher
percentage of the time from 1968-72 than from 1973-77. Table Z demon-
strates that simple counts were used a higher percent of the time in Time
than in Reader's Digest (see appendix). Table 13 shows that while simple
counts were used in over two-thirds of cases where statistics were men-
tioned with nonsociologists, they were used in only one-third of cases
involving sociologists (when statistics were mentioned)
.
TAB1E 13
WHETHER SIMPIE COUNTS WERE USED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Simple Type of Professional









100. 0% 100. 0% 100.0^
(9) (88) (97)
In Tables AA, 1^ and BB we see that financial statistics (usually
dollar amounts) were used used one-third of the time statistics were
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mentioned. Table AA indicates that this is true for both time periods,
while Table BB shows that there is also no difference between cases men-
tioning either nonsociologists or sociologists (see appendix). But Table
14 reveals that there is a difference between sources, with Time using
financial statistics 43.3% of the time statistics are mentioned, and
Reader's Digest using them only 20% of the time. The magazine aimed at
richer people talks about money a lot more.
TABUS 14
WHETHER FINANCIAL STATISTICS WERE USED BY NAM] OF PERIODICAL
Whether Finan- Name of Periodical












Whether percentages were used varied with all the independent var-
iables. Tables CC, DD, and EE in the appendix all show that percentages
were used 64.9% of the time statistics were mentioned. While percenta-
ges were used 60% of the time statistics were mentioned from 1968-72,
they were used 75% of the time from 1973*77 (Table CC) . In Table DD it
is revealed that when statistics were mentioned, percentages were used
70% of the time in Time
, and 53% of the time in Reader's Digest . Table
EE indicates that while observations mentioning sociologists used per-
centages in nearly nine out of ten cases, those with nonsociologists
mentioned percentages about two-thirds of the time. So the most so-
phisticated of the simple statistics (which I suppose makes the
professional's knowledge look a bit more complex) was provided in-
creasingly over time, to the richer and more educated audience, and when
sociologists were mentioned.
Tables FF, GG and HH all show that dates* were used 16.5% of the
time statistics were used (see appendix). Table FF demonstrates that
there is very little difference between time periods concerning this
variable. But Table GG shows that dates make up a higher percentage of
Time 's statistics than of Reader's Digest 's. And Table HH indicates that
dates make up a higher percentage of sociologists' total statistics than
of nonsociologists. So Time and sociologists are connected with the
more qualitative statistic.
Using the results of all the above tables concerning statistics,
I constructed Figure 4, which shows the percentage of time each type of
statistic was mentioned for each independent variable, and for the over-
all sample of cases that mentioned statistics (see next page).
* Dates were coded as a statistic only when they served to compare things;
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What is shown in Figure 4 may seem somewhat different than what was
shown in the other tables on type of statistic. This is because of the
way I coded. If statistics were mentioned, I coded "yes", and entered
all types of statistics mentioned. There was often more than one type
used, and this is what showed up in the separate tables on type of sta-
tistic. For example, Table Y shows that simple counts were used two-
thirds of the time statistics were mentioned, while Figure 4 reveals that
simple counts made up 35«2?S of all statistics mentioned. These two fig-
ures are not inconsistent; they simply describe different things.
Figure 4 shows that overall, percentages and simple number counts
were mentioned most often. Financial statistics (almost always simply
the cost of something) came next, with dates coming last. Professionally
disseminated articles (journal articles) offer a wider variety of statis-
tics, e.g., P levels and correlation coefficients. And they use per-
centages much more often than simple counts. There was no significant
variation between the independent variables concerning how often each
type of statistic was mentioned, except for type of professional. So-
ciologists used percentages a great deal more than any other statistic,
so this makes their popularized knowledge more consistent with pro-
fessionally disseminated knowledge. That more complicated statistics
were not used perhaps makes it seem as though professionals do have
some esoteric knowledge; that only they can comprehend the more compli-
cated statistics. And the fact that sociologists were connected to
higher-level statistics may make them look more professional, because
the knowledge is slightly more complex. At the same time, however, the
fact that information has been given lessens the monopoly on knowledge.
The fact that statistics were mentioned more often than methods when
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studies were discussed is consistent with some of what Znaniecki said
about popularized knowledge (see p. 2): it must appeal to people whose
main interests in life "are already settled and essentially practical",
and if they feel the need for more knowledge than they already possess,
they want useful, practical knowledge. Statistics, moro/so than methods,
are practical. It is useful for people to have numbers available
—
whether they know where they came from or not. If you can spout out a
statistic to support what you're talking about, it helps to legitimize
what you say.
Tables II, 15 and JJ show that opinions were almost never given con-
cerning the contribution of the profession(al) . When opinions were given,
they were overwhelmingly positive. Table II indicates that this is true
for both time periods (see appendix). In Table 15, we see that opinions
were found much more often in Reader's Digest . By looking at both Tables
II and 15, we can see that the only negative opinion was found in 1968-
72, in Reader's Digest .
TABLE 15
OPINION OF CONTRIBUTION OF RESEARCHER BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Name of Periodical
Opinion Time Reader's Digest % of Total
2.1%Positive l.k% 6.6%




Neutral or . . 96,9^
none given 98,6^ 92 *& (286)






Finally, Table JJ shows that no opinions were given concerning the contri-
bution of sociologists.
I included the space for opinions about the contribution of the profes-
sional) on the content analysis schedule because I thought it might provide
some insight as to whether people considered professionals to be possessors
of esoteric knowledge, to be altruistic, etc. This space was not very pro-
ductive, however (see p. 46); so I cannot really know how the public feels
about this. Even when opinions were given, the;/ were directed more towards
personal qualities than the professional role. For example, a Header's Digest
article on Whitney Young said: "Equally persuasive in the ghetto and the cor-
porate board room, he is considered by many to be this country's most effect-
ive advocate of the Negro cause." Most of the opinions were found in Read-
er's Digest , and no opinions were found concerning sociologists.
In the previous discussion it seems as though type of professional
was the independent variable that had the most effect on the dependent
variables. But an inspection of only the tables that had significant
chi -square probability levels (i.e., .05 or less) shows that most of
these tables concerned type of periodical.* So, the relationship between
type of periodical and the dependent variables was less due to chance or
error than relationships that were not statistically significant. Type of
professional came next, with year of publication not having much influ-
ence on the other variables.
Reliability, Validity, and Suggestions for Further Research
"To be reliable, a measuring instrument must yield stable responses
under conditions of repeated observation" (Densin, 1970: 102). "In sim-
plest terms, reliability means repeatability with consistency of results"
* This doesn't mean much because the two periodicals did not differ that much
in their presentation of the professional image as far as signifi cant tables
are concerned.
k8
(Budd, et al| 1967: 66). The only way to completely determine the re-
liability of my content analysis schedule would be to apply it again to
all the articles I looked at and see if I came up with the same results.
I did this on a much smaller scale by having two "judges" apply the sched-
ule to the same article. We all came up with the same responses—content
analysis is probably one of the most reliable methods, since repetition
of research can be done more easily than with most methods. My schedule
was so simple that I believe it is reliable.
Denzin quotes Campbell (1963) when discussing internal and external
validity. Internal validity asks whether the independent variables really
made a difference, or whether the observational process caused the dif-
ference. Of the eight factors concerned with internal validity, I believe
that only one applies to me: maturation, or "processes within the re-
spondent >in this case, the researcherj operating as a function of the
passage of time per se", e.g., growing tired (Denzin, 1970: 22). During
the last two weeks of doing the content analysis, I was working at it for
eight hours a day. This did indeed make me tired and frustrated at times.
Another frustrating factor was that Time did not have a table of contents
until 1977; I had to look at every page of the issues I was concerned
with. I tried not to let these factors keep me from remaining "faith-
ful" to the content analysis schedule, however.
External validity asks to what populations and settings the causal
propositions may be generalized (Denzin, 1970: 22). Or, as Budd says, in
its simplest terms validity means "actually measuring measuring what the
researcher says he is measuring" (1967: 66). My instrument did measure
what I expected it to measure. But I believe the generalizability of
what I found is somewhat limited; although this was necessarily so: I
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did not have the time to do all that I think would be necessary to make
it generalizable. I would have been better able to generalize to the en-
tire population of cases if I had: (l) Researched longer periods of time
—the historical events connected with race that occurred during the time
period I studied may have somehow effected the results. (2) Used more
types of publications as sources. As stated before, Reader's Digest has
an unusual style and format; people are given the opportunity to author
articles. This makes it more difficult to compare with Time , a news
magazine with shorter, more concise articles. It would have been good to
have more magazines, with more of a variety of styles and format.
(3) Looked at all possible articles that might have mentioned sociologists,
rather than only those concerning race. The subject examined may be con-
nected with which professionals are mentioned; e.g., articles on sex roles,
gangs, etc. may mention sociologists more than articles on race. (4) Com-
pared the popularized material with the original research in journals, to
see if the latter actually used studies, methods, and statistics as much
as I assumed they did in this thesis. One problem with this thesis was
that I couldn't be sure of what was contained in journal articles, be-
cause of the fact that the only journals I am familiar with are social
science journals; other types of professional journals may not use meth-
ods and statistics so much. This thesis would have taken several years
to complete if I would have done all of the above things. But I think
they should be taken into account in further research on this subject.
Taking all this into consideration, the main thing I can conclude from
the research is that popularized articles are indeed more simplified than
professionally disseminated knowledge, as the sources in the literature
review predicted. Although the professional is allowed to maintain some
50
degree of esoteric knowledge since it is not explained as fully in pop-
ularized articles, s/he no longer possesses a monopoly on knowledge. In
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WHETHER A PROFESSIONAL WAS MENTIONED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Prot Year of Periodical
Mentioned 1968-72 1973-77 -1 of Total
89.5%Yes 38.5?? 91 .5%











WHETHER A PROFESSIONAL WAS MENTIONED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Pro. Name of Periodical
Mentioned Time Reader's Digest % of Total
Yes 89.9?$ 88.2^ 89.55?
(263)
No 10.1* 11.83 *°-^






TABLE C, PART 1
TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL BY YEAR OF PERIODIC
Year of Periodical















































































* Categories in this table have been combined.
TABLE C, PART 2
TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL BY NAME OF PERIODICAL*
Year of Periodical
Type of Professional 1968-72 197V77 * of Total
police commissioner 0.9* 3.9* 1.7* (5)
sociologist 6.9* 9.2* 7.5% (22)
clergy- 9.2^ 7.9% 8.8* (26)
director of or-
ganization 6.4* 11.8* 7.8% (23)
elected politician 18.8*6 13.2* 17.3* (51)
presidential cabinet
member 5.5% 3.9* 5.1* (15)
lawyer; judge 11.0* 3.9* 9.2* (27)
historian 2.3^ 1.3* 2.0* (6)
NA; no professional
mentioned 10.1* 13.2* 10.9* (32)
economist 1.4* 2.6* 1.7* (5)
educator 12.8* 5.3* 10,9* (32)
journalist 4.6* 14.5* 7.1* (21)
doctor 0.9* 2.6* 1.4* (4)
planner 0.5% 1.3* 0.7* (2)
psychiatrist 1.4* 2.6* 1.7* (5)
psychologist 2.3* 1.3* 2.0* (6)
anthropologist 0.5% 1.3* 0.7* (2)
political scientist 1.4* 0.0* 1.0* (3)
social psychologist 1.4* 0.0* 1.0* (3)
business executive 1.4* 0.0* 1.0* (3)










* Categories in this table have been combined.
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TABLE D
TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Type of Name of Periodical
Professional Time Reader's Digest % of Total












TABLE E, PART 1
WHETHER SPONSOR OF RESEARCH WAS MENTIONED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Spon- Year of Periodical
sor Mentioned 1968-72 1973-77 % of Total








NA; not a Q , ,w or, ^ 89.8%
study 91
'°% 87 - Z% (264)
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(200) (9^) (294)
TABLE E, PART 2
WHETHER SPONSOR OF RESEARCH WAS MENTIONED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Spon- Year of Periodical
sor Mentioned 1968-72 1973-77 % of Total
Yes 61.1% 33-3% 5?;^°(15)
No 3.9% 66.7% **, \021






TABLE F, PART 1
WHETHER SPONSOR OF RESEARCH WAS MENTIONED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Spon- Name of Periodical
























TABLE F, PART 2
WHETHER SPONSOR OF RESEARCH WAS MENTIONED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Spon- Name of Periodical
sor Mentioned Time Reader's Digest % of Total
50.0%
Yes k>5.0% 60.0% (15)
** ~* ..« ~* 50.
(
No 55. c# ks.0%0 1151






TABLE G, PART 1
WHETHER SPONSOR OF RESEARCH WAS MENTIONED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Spon- Type of Professional




R Ra/ M Q9.Q%
study 8l ' 8/° 90A/° (26M










TABLE G, PART 2
WHETHER SPONSOR OF RESEARCH WAS MENTIONED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Spon- Type of Professional
sor Mentioned Sociologist Nonsociologist % of Total
Yes 25.0% 53.85? 5
°
{ f^




, , 100. 0% 100.0$ 100.0$
Total (4) (26) (30)
X
2
= 1.153. P=0.282, df=l
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TABLE H
NAME OF SPONSOR BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Type of Professional
Name of Sponsor Sociologist Nonsociologist % of -Total
Southern Regional Q ^% oA% 0.3%Council \1)
Gallup and Harris QtQ% lM 1.7%
Polls \D)
Research Organi- n no/ 1 10/ 1.0%7 U.U70 It l/o / ~\
zations \i)
Reader's Digest 0.0% 1.:
1.0%
(3)
Federal Government u eat n not 1.0%
or Census Bureau • \J>)
Not applicable; no nc --, Q . Qssr 9^.9%










'WHETHER PROFESSIONAL'S NAME WAS MENTIONED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Name Year of Periodical
Was Mentioned 1968-72 1973-77 % of Total
Yes 9»M 89.8% ^9%
No 0.6% 3.4% 1.5%
Professional c *<« a oaf 5.&%
Wrote Article 3
* La 6, °% (15)








WHETHER PROFESSIONAL'S NAME WAS MENTIONED 3Y TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Name Type of Professional


























WHETHER PROFESSIONAL'S RAGE WAS MENTIONED YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Race Year of Periodical
Mentioned 1968-72 1973-77 % of Total
Yes 31.5* "*0-9* *'**(92)
65.4%
(17*0









WHETHER DIRECT QUOTES WERE USED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Year of Periodical




















WHETHER DIRECT QUOTES WERE USED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Type of Professional






Professional 13 6sg 5<8^ *>M
Wrote Article (17)
_ . , 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%





WHETHER A GENERAL REFERENT WAS USED 3Y YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Gen. Year of Periodical














WHETHER A GENERAL REFERENT WAS USED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Gen. Name of Periodical





No 9h.% 93.3^ fz$
_ , . 100.0^ 100.0^ 100.0^
Total
(218) (?5) (293)




PROFESSION GENERAL REFERENT MADE ABOUT BY YEAR OF MAGAZINE
Profession General Year of Periodical























black therapists 9.158 0.0%
5.9^
.(1)











PROFESSION GENERAL REFERENT MADE ABOUT BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Profession General Name of Periodical
Referent Made About Time Reader's Digest % of Total
social scientists;
social planners 8.3* 20i0*
11 .OK
(2)
doctors 8.3^ 20.0^ 11.8*
(2)





sociologists 16. 6$ 20.0^ 17.6*
(3)
writers 8.3^ 8.3^ 5.9%
(1)
lawyers 16.6;6 0.0^ 11,8*
(2)

















WHETHER METHODS WERE MENTIONED BY YEAH OF PERIODICAL
Whether Meth- Year of Periodical
















X =2.005, P=0.366, df=2
TABLE S
WHETHER METHODS WERE MENTIONED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Meth- Year of Periodical












X =1.367, P=0.242, df=l
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TABLE T
WHETHER METHODS WERE MENTIONED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Meth- Name of Periodical












X =1.367, P=0.2iJ-2, df=l
TABLE U
WHETHER METHODS WERE MENTIONED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Meth- Type of Professional















WHETHER STATISTICS WERE MENTIONED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Statis- Year of Periodical








,,, 10/ ,, „«, 70.9?$
not a study LZ2i







WHETHER STATISTICS WERE MENTIONED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Statis- Name of Periodical
tics Mentioned Time Reader's Digest % of Total
22.3%
Yes 2^.6% 17,6% (23)
6.8%
No 2.9% 14.7* (7)
Yes, even tho ,„ „. ,n ,M 70.9%
not a study 12 '^ 6?-M (73)
100.0% 99.9% 100.0%





WHETHER STATISTICS WERE MENTIONED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Statis- Type of Professional


























WHETHER SIMPLE COUNTS WERE USED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Simple Year of Periodical














WHETHER SIMPLE COUNTS WERE USED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Simple Name of Periodical














WHETHER FINANCIAL STATISTICS WERE USED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Financial Year of Periodical













WHETHER FINANCIAL STATISTICS WERE USED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Financial Type of Professional
Statistics Used Sociologist Nonsociologist % of Total
36.1^
Yes 33-3^ 36.^ (35)
63.9%
No 66.7^ 63.6% (62)
100 .0% 100.0^ 100.0$
T°tal (9) (88) (97)
,.2
X =0.032, P=0.856, df=l
TABLE CC
WHETHER PERCENTAGES WERE USED BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Whether Per- Year of Periodical
centages Used 1968-72 1973-77 g of Total
Yes S0.0# 75.0$ (63)
« -jog
No '40.0$ 25.0g (Q)
100.0$ 100.0$ 100,0$





WHETHER PERCENTAGES WERE USED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Per- Name of Periodical
centages Used Time Reader's Digest % of Total
Yes 70.1* 53. 3# (63)
35.1$
No 29.9$ 46.7$ (y£
_ . , 100.0$ 100.0$? 100.0$Total






WHETHER PERCENTAGES WERE USED BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Whether Per- Type of Professional
centages Used Sociologist Nonsociologist % of Total
6^.9%








100. Off 100. Off 100. Off
(9) (88) (97)
TABLE FF
WHETHER DATES WERE USED BY YEAR OF MAGAZINE
Whether .Year of Periodical














WHETHER DATES WERE USED BY NAME OF PERIODICAL
Whether Name of Periodical
Dates Used Time Reader's Digest ff of Total
Yes 20.9^ 6.7%
^jj)
No 79.1* 93. 3£
8
(sff
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OPINION OF CONTRIBUTION OF RESEARCHER BY YEAR OF PERIODICAL
Year of Periodical
Opinion 1968-72 1973-77 % of Total




























OPINION OF CONTRIBUTION OF RESEARCHER BY TYPE OF PROFESSIONAL
Type of Professional
Opinion Sociologist Nonsociologist % of Total
2.7%
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This thesis uses content analysis to examine the popular dissemina-
tion of sociological and other professional knowledge. It compares this
with the form of professionally disseminated knowledge, and looks at know-
ledge over time and by social class. I assume that what the press covers
as sociology tends to become equated with sociology in the public's image.
A professional was considered to be the possessor of esoteric know-
ledge. As predicted in the theory section and the literature review, pop-
ularly disseminated knowledge tended to be more simplified than profes-
sionally disseminated knowledge. For example, studies were seldom men-
tioned; when they were mentioned, methods were seldom discussed. Often,
when statistics were used, the source was not even given. What this means
to professionals' identity as possessors of esoteric knowledge is not
exactly clear. On the one hand, simplified knowledge could suggest to
readers that professionals don't really know very much that other people
don't know. But other readers could interpret the simplicity of pop-
ularized knowledge as meaning that the more complex knowledge profes-
sionals possess is too complicated to publish,, because the public can-
not comprehend it anyway..
The popularized knowledge of sociologists was not as simplified as
that of other professionals; possibly making it look as though they are
possessors of more complex knowledge. Surprisingly, the periodical aimed
at the middle and lower class audience presented information that was
less dissimilar to professionally disseminated knowledge than did the
periodical aimed at the upper middle class and above audience. However,
this may have been because of the format and style of the two magazines,
and the differences were usually small. Finally, the form of popularized
knowledge did not differ much by time period.
